
 
 
 
 

Senshin Fibreglass Height Measuring Pole 

 

Made of high quality, light weight, strong and durable fibreglass, The fully insulated high poles 

have a sliding tape measure inside that passes by an index window. This makes it easy to use as 

you do not need to pull out the sections in sequence; the tape is simply reading the height 

differ-ence between the top of the pole and the base. Has a flip up hook end for measuring 

internal or external heights. Comes in a carry bag. 
 

Applications include 
 

Roads & Traffic Authority and the Police highway patrol for checking vehicle heights and 
over-head clearance. 

 

 Flat round top on 4 & 6 m pole 
 

Fold out Hook for 8m pole 
inside / outside measuring 

 
T Top on 12m pole 

 
Pole  Section & Stored Length 

4 meter 8 0.69m

6 meter 8 0.94m

8 meter 8 1.42m

12 meter 10 1.41m
 
 

Senshin 5m & 8m fibreglass Vehicle Height Measuring Pole 
 
The 5m model is based on the first 5 sections of the 8m version (for strength) of the standard poles, this 

Truck or Load height measuring stick is especially designed for vehicle height checking. 

  
Features a right-angle adapter and a 1.3 m crossbar so you can measure the height of a truck from the 
middle of the vehicle rather than the side. A great way to avoid finding out the hard way that the air inlet 
snorkel is too high, check max. load height etc. 
 
Includes a staff bubble to keep the pole vertical, plus a canvas carry 
bag. The internal tape ensures accurate and reliable height reading. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

Cross Arm: telescopic, from 75cm to 130cm  
5M : Stored length 1,28m / Weight  1.7 kg 

8M : Stored length 1.42 m/ Weight  2.2 Kg  
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